Megalinear Adaptable Cleats For Transport

STRUCTURE

Belt Body
White Polyurethane thermoplastic 92 ShA prepared for modular cleats
Standard Width (mm): 25 - 50 - 75 - 100
Standard Roll length: 100 m

Tensile Cords
S and Z torsion zinced steel; special cords on request

Pitch
AT10; additional pitches coming soon

Main Benefits

- High accurate positioning, no dimensional distortion
- Fastening system for exchangeable profiles
- Wide application flexibility, standard belt works with standard pulleys and with various profile materials
- Quick and easy profile replacement after wear and tear
- Profile changes performed on-site without removing/re-installing belt
- Significantly less downtime, streamlined inventory and greater cost savings

Main Applications

All in One!
The Megalinear MEGAC4T™ is the most versatile belt ever!
Its design with quick and easy interchangeable profiles means you can use the same belt for a wide variety of applications, transporting goods of different shapes on a single transport system with a minimum of downtime!

Joined belt available, minimum splice length 900 mm

Contact us for more information
Discover Your Local Contacts

The local partner of choice for sustainable power transmission belting solutions around the globe.

General contact information:
Megadyne
Via Trieste, 16
Via S. Lucia 114 - 10075 Mathi (Torino)
Italy

Scan the QR code and find your local contact

www.megadyne.com